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The PTB Thermal Neutron Reference Field at GeNF

Abstract

The experimental setup and procedure for the characterization of the thermal neutron

reference field established at the Geesthacht Neutron Facility (GeNF) of the GKSS is

described. The neutron beam, free in air, with a maximum flux of 106 s"1, can easily be

reduced to less than 104 s"1 by using a diaphragm variable in size and without changing

the beam divergence. Also, the spectral distribution with a mean energy of 45 meV,

measured by time-of-fiight over a 6.6 m long flight path, is independent of the beam

current chosen. In the 2002/2003 experiments reported here, a 6Li glass detector was

employed to determine the absolute beam current and to calibrate the 3He transmission

beam monitor. In addition, activation measurements of gold foils were carried out at a

reduced beam divergence. The results agree within ± 2%. Furthermore, the beam is

characterized by a low gamma background intensity and a negligible fraction of

epithermal neutrons. Irradiations in combination with a scanner device to achieve a

homogeneously illuminated scan field have shown that the thermal beam is well suited

for dosemeter development and for the calibration of radiation protection instruments.

Zusammenfassung

Der experimentelle Aufbau und die Durchfuhrung der Messungen zur Bestimmung der

Eigenschaften des thermischen Neutronenreferenzfeldes an der ,,Geesthacht Neutron

Facility" (GeNF) in der GKSS wird beschrieben. Eine variable Blende ermdglicht die

Reduzierung des maximalen Neutronenflusses von 106 s"1 auf weniger als 104 s"1, ohne

die Strahldivergenz zu verandern. Die spektrale Verteilung mit einem Mittelwert von

45 meV, die mit der Flugzeitmethode (Flugstrecke 6,6 m) bestimmt wurde, zeigt keine

Abhangigkeit vom eingestellten Neutronenfluss. In den 2002/2003 durchgefuhrten

Experimenten wurde ein 6Li Glas-Detektor zur Absolutbestimmung des Neutronen-

stroms sowie zur Kalibrierung des 3He Transmissionsstrahlmonitors benutzt. Zusatzlich

wurden Aktivierungsmessungen an dunnen Goldfolien bei reduzierter Strahldivergenz

durchgefuhrt. Die Ergebnisse dieser Methoden zur Flussbestimmung stimmten

innerhalb ± 2% uberein. Charakteristisch fur den Neutronenstrahl ist weiterhin ein

geringer Gammauntergrund sowie ein vernachlassigbar kleiner Anteil von epither-

mischen Neutronen. Bestrahlungen mit Hilfe einer Scannerapparatur zur Realisierung

einer gleichmaBig ausgeleuchteten Flache wurden fur Dosimeterentwicklungen und zur

Kalibrierung von Strahlenschutzmefigeraten durchgefuhrt.
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The PTB Thermal Neutron Reference Field at GeNF

1 Introduction

After the shutdown of the PTB research reactor FMRB in Braunschweig in December

1996 a thermal neutron calibration field was no longer available at PTB. That field had

been a beam of neutrons (flux of about 108 s"1), scattered from a Be target near the

reactor core and filtered by Bi single crystals against gammas and fast neutrons [1].

It became evident that the thermal neutron reference point is of special importance in

particular for calibrating radiation protection devices for industry or for research

projects aimed at developing new types of electronic personal dosemeters.

It was therefore decided to carry on this metrological field at a suitable research reactor

workplace at another site. Thus, the corresponding groups of the FRM-1 (Technical

University Munich), the FRG-I at the GKSS (Geesthacht) and at the ISIS research

reactor at Saclay (France) were contacted to evaluate possible cooperations for the

realisation of a well-defined thermal neutron reference field. Technical problems (ISIS)

or difficulties with respect to organisation (FRM-1) made these research reactors less

attractive for this task compared to the FRG-1 (5 MW thermal power) of the Geesthacht

Neutron Facility (GeNF) at the GKSS [2], where PTB was already present with the

POLDI diffractometer at the end of a long curved neutron guide (beamline 7) [3,4]. The

technical infrastructure which was already available there was of great advantage,

although constraints for the beam intensity had to be taken into account due to safety

regulations for that workplace.

Curved neutron guides generally provide a clean beam of thermal neutrons with a

negligible contribution of gammas and fast neutrons. The neutron fiuence rate can be

very high (~ 10s cm"2 s"1) and the beam cross section may be up to about 100 cm2 when

special safety regulations are met (cave). Here only a weak beam of about 106 s"1 is

needed as a reference field with a Maxwellian-like spectrum. The impetus of this work

was to characterize the beam by its absolute neutron current J to an uncertainty level of

about ± 3%, and by a precisely measured shape of the spectrum to extract a mean

energy <E>.

Thus, in December 1998 first measurements were carried out at GKSS to determine the

beam intensity and its spectral distribution together with first irradiations of new types

of personal neutron dosemeters. As the experimental setups had to be changed regularly

between the POLDI research group, which had the higher priority, and the metrology
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group, only limited beam time was available at that time for improvements in the

metrological work.

In first experiments, thermal beam current variation was realized by changing the beam

divergence by means of a variable rectangular diaphragm. It then showed that the

spectral distribution depends on the divergence. With the construction of a variable

entrance pin hole, available since 2002, it is now possible to adjust the neutron current

within a wide dynamic range without changing the neutron spectrum, which could be

proven by time-of-fiight measurements. A low pressure 3He transmission monitor was

calibrated with respect to a thick 6Li glass detector prior to the irradiation of radiation

detection devices.

Direct beam intensity measurements are compared with results from gold foil activation

experiments carried out in 2002 and 2003.
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2 Experimental Setup

The arrangement of the components of the experimental setup for determining the

thermal neutron field properties is shown in Fig. 1.

top view

casematte
concrete shielding

choppef
wheel

nflutronouide
pin hole
<3 x 3 mm'

side view

pin hole
<3 x 3 mm1

laser diaphragml 8 S e r 25x25 mm'

beam
stop

diaphragm
25 x 25 mm'

beam stop

C

Fig. 1: Experimental setup: At the end of a neutron guide, a pin hole and a
25 x 25 mm2 diaphragm, 4566 mm apart from each other, define the
neutron beam which is characterized at the scanner position.

The neutron beam guide (cross section 40 x 100 mm2) is intersected into a right-hand

bent part close to the reactor core and a more than 30 m long straight part, with most of

the sections being evacuated. It ends in a cave (here also called casematte) with strong

concrete shielding, where access is only possible after lifting the concrete top of more

than 1500 kg weight. This requires that all components of this experiment inside the

casematte are remote-controlled. The first diaphragm (pin hole) is mounted, together

with the chopper disc for the time-of-flight measurement, on the table of a device which

can be moved horizontally, i.e. perpendicularly to the beam axis. An important

constraint for this arrangement is the limitation of the size of this diaphragm to

3 x 3 mm2 due to safety regulations (GKSS Safer report). The construction of this

rectangular diaphragm allows reducing the size continuously without changing the

position of the center. In practice, cross section variations between 5% and 100% are
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required, but values far below are obtainable. The neutron beam leaves the cave (exit of

diffractometer) through a quadratic aperture (H3BO4 in PE) of 40 x 40 mm2.

A second diaphragm with fixed size for a measuring campaign of 25 x 25 mm2

(alternatively 20 x 20 mm2) is installed about 50 cm further downstream to reduce the

beam cross section at the position of the monitor, as it must be smaller in size than the

sensitive areas of the monitor and of the detectors which are used to determine the

absolute neutron current and are to be installed on the table (reference position) of the

scanning device (scanner). A 3He detector with low gas pressure (for details see App. A)

and a detection efficiency of about 0.3% is employed to monitor the neutron beam in

transmission.

An (almost black) 6Li glass scintillation detector for the determination of the absolute

neutron current is installed at the reference position. Time-of-flight measurements are

carried out to determine the spectral distribution of the thermal neutron beam by means

of the start signal from the chopper wheel and the stop signal from the 6Li glass

scintillation detector. The flight path for the different campaigns ranges from 6 m to

6.6 m. The direction of the neutron beam is defined by the positions of the small pin

hole inside the casematte and by the second diaphragm. A laser beam is used to align

the components mentioned and to adjust the objects to be irradiated on the scanner. A

removeable 90-degree prisma deflects the laser beam into the neutron beam axis

(Fig. 1). A scintillation photo (converter containing 6Li) is taken to check the

collinearity of laser and neutron beam. The beam stop, consisting of 6LiF in

polyurethane with additional concrete shielding, is installed about 60 cm behind the

scanning device.

The whole experimental area outside the cave is enclosed by a fence which is partly

covered with boron plastic shieldings to reduce the radiation level outside. In all cases

the thermal dose equivalent rate at the boundary of the experimental area was lower

than 0.5 |iSv/h. The fenced experimental area is identical with the controlled area,

where access is only possible (interlock system) when the beam is switched off by a

beam shutter installed about 6 m from the end of the neutron guide.

The thermal neutron beam has to be characterized at the same position at which the

objects to be irradiated will later be positioned in order to avoid any corrections such as

air scattering etc. In most cases, the instruments to be calibrated or irradiated are much

larger than the beam cross section of approximately 35 x 35 mm2 at the scanner

reference position. Furthermore, the fluence is not homogeneous over the beam cross
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section. These facts require an XY-scan perpendicular to the beam axis, providing

homogeneous neutron fluences over the scanned quadratic areas, which can be adjusted

between 5 x 5 cm2 and 50 x 50 cm2. The scanning procedure is in this case characterized

by quasi-Lissajous figures, providing homogeneous irradiation after some cycles (about

one hour, depending on scan velocity).

In previous experiments it was possible to remove parts of the POLDI equipment, e.g.

the Soller collimator (inside the exit of the cave) and a magnetic coil arrangement

positioned between monitor and scanner which was optically non-transparent. These

components reduced the beam intensity and made alignment and adjustment much more

difficult and time-consuming. Now, as it is possible to remove these highly-precise

adjusted parts before starting the experiments, the conditions for a qualified

metrological work have essentially improved.
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3 Characterization of the thermal neutron beam

The characterization of the beam comprises the determination of the absolute beam

current J, the spectral fluence and the homogeneity at the reference position.

3.1 Determination of the beam current and calibration of the monitor detector

The beam current J of about 106 s"1 cannot be measured directly by a quasi-black

detector as its intensity would heavily saturate the detector electronics. Therefore a

transmission monitor of about 0.3% efficiency is calibrated against the quasi-black

detector at reduced intensity. The obtained calibration factor is then applied at high

intensities.

To restrict dead time losses to about 10% at dead times of about 4 us and to assure

proper signal processing, the beam intensity must be lowered by a factor of 50 to 100.

This reduction can easily be achieved by the variable first diaphragm (pin hole), with

the advantage of keeping the spectrum unchanged, as will be explained in the Appendix.

As quasi-black detector, a 6Li glass detector with a scintillator size of 2 mm thickness

and a radius of 38 mm (more details in App. 7.1) is employed. The correction for 100%

detection efficiency is energy-dependent and amounts to a mean value of 5% for this

thermal neutron beam. Even a large uncertainty for this correction from the knowledge

of the Li content or the spectral distribution would not affect the uncertainty of the beam

current J by more than 1.5%. Nevertheless, the spectral information is needed for both

the reduced beam as well as the full beam intensity. Fig. 2 shows one pulse height

spectrum for the 6Li glass detector at low beam intensity. The other spectrum (marked

10000-

~ 1000-

c
IS

100-

i\/ \

I
Chopper off
Chopper on

_

-

Fig. 2:

Pulse height spectra of the
6Li glass detector at
strongly reduced beam
intensity with (red) and
without chopper (black) in
operation.

200 400 600

pulse height / channel

800 1000
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in red) was recorded at full beam intensity, but with the chopper system in operation.

The spectra are normalized to the peak content. The fraction of pulses between channel

nos. 500 and 800 depends on the beam intensity and thus clearly results from pile-up

effects. Gammas produced in the chopper setup for time-of-flight measurements are

mainly found in the spectrum between threshold and channel no. 300. In this range a

fraction of about 1.5% of neutron-induced reactions without full light output due to wall

effects is also observed (see also 3.3 with Fig. 5).

The count rate RM of the 3He monitor detector is about 2500 s"1 at full beam intensity.

Proper signal processing with negligible dead time correction is achieved at full

intensity. For the well-shielded detectors, the background is about 10" (Li glass

detector) and about 10"4 for the monitor relative to the full beam intensity. The

calibration factor/for the monitor is then defined as:

f=J/Ru, 0)

with both quantities determined at low intensity.

The low pressure 3He monitor detector shows a 1/v-dependence on its efficiency for

thermal neutrons and is thus more sensitive to spectral changes than the quasi-black

detector for the current determination. Therefore, as an important prerequisite, the

spectral shape between the low intensity spectrum (/^-determination) and the spectrum

for the full beam intensity most frequently requested by users for detector calibration

must not change. For the concept of constant beam divergence, this could be proven

experimentally by time-of-flight measurements.

With an intensity-independent value/, the full beam can then be calculated according to

Max (2)

The factor/is assumed to be constant for one measuring campaign and applies to the

calibration of detectors if these are mounted at the reference position. For different

measuring campaigns, for which identical spectral distributions were determined, the

/factor should be reproducible, provided that the distance between monitor and

reference position is identical. Environmental conditions on this neutron flight path

length of about 2 m with an air attenuation of 10.5%, determined experimentally, can be

neglected, as only air pressure changes would affect the value o f /by less than 0.3%

(only small air humidity variations in the experimental hall). A correct setting of the
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threshold for the 6Li glass detector is a prerequisite for the determination of </, whereas

the position of the threshold for the monitor is less critical as only electronic stability is

requested. Thus the threshold can be set anywhere between noise and main peak to

fulfill this condition and could result in different / values if measuring campaigns are

compared under otherwise identical conditions and parameters.

The uncertainty assigned to / is mainly due to the correction of the efficiency of the

quasi-black 6Li glass detector which contributes with estimated 1.5%. Another 1%

uncertainty is attributed to the threshold setting of this detector at the low intensity

measurement. An uncertainty contribution of 1 % is assumed for the traceability to the

full beam intensity. Contributions of the counting statistics can be neglected. The

overall relative standard uncertainty assigned t o / as derived in the described procedure,

is therefore determined to be 2.3%, which is also the uncertainty for the total neutron

current. The/values for the campaigns in August 2002 and March 2003 were identical

with / = 375 ± 8. Thus the full beam current could be determined; the value ranged

between 0.84-106 s"1 and 1.02-106 s"1 for the different campaigns. The mean fluence rate

is about 8-104 cm"2 s"1 at the reference position (see also 3.2).

In the experiments carried out before 2002 the configuration of the diaphragms was

different. The first one had a fixed size of the maximum-approved cross section of

3 x 3 mm2, while the second one could be varied up to a size of 40 x 40 mm2 which was

compatible with the sensitive area of the monitor (40 x 80 mm2). For the detector

intended for the absolute current determination, however, the count rate and the dead

time corrections were too high. The size of the diaphragm was thus reduced to less than

5 x 5 mm2 (pencil beam) for these investigations to measure/, but opened to full size for

the subsequent irradiations for applications. In further detailed time-of-flight

measurements it was shown that when probing the full cross section of the second

diaphragm pointwise with the pencil beam, the neutron spectral distributions and the

associated mean energies are strongly dependent on the direction and size of the solid

angle chosen, resulting also in different values / mainly because the efficiency of the

monitor is 1/v-dependent. Therefore, the traceability of the results for/, determined by

means of the pencil beam, to the full diaphragm size is questionable. A detailed

theoretical treatment of this problem is given in Appendix 7.2.

3.2 Homogeneity of the thermal neutron field

The determination of the beam intensity profile is part of the effort to achieve

reproducibility of the beam parameters for the different measuring campaigns.
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The experimental procedure is as follows: The pin hole is adjusted by a carrier located

in the center of the neutron guide exit area. Then the 6Li glass detector with a 1 mm

wide slit (10 mm high) fixed in front moves with constant velocity on an X-scan-table

in the horizontal plane perpendicularly through the beam in a position somewhere

between the 20 x 20 mm2 diaphragm and the scanner. The neutron fluence shows a

dynamic of a factor of nearly two which results from the illumination conditions inside

the curved guide section, affecting mainly the horizontal distribution, as can be seen

from an intensity photo taken with the scintillation camera. The two diaphragms are

then aligned in such a way that the observed intensity profile has an almost symmetric

structure, which can be seen from Fig. 3.

20000

15000 -

c:

CD

10000 -

5000-

10 15 20

Scan position/mm

30

Fig. 3: Horizontal intensity profile of the neutron beam (diaphragm
20 x 20 mm2).

In this example, the size of the second diaphragm was 20 x 20 mm2. In vertical

direction, the center of the beam is always 930 mm above the floor, which fits well with

an intensity photo.

For the irradiation of small objects (dimension about 10 mm), it would be desirable to

use the direct beam due to the higher fluence rate compared with the scanned neutron

field. However, due to the inhomogeneous field, the uncertainty to be taken into account

for the quantities of interest such as fluence or ambient dose equivalent is then of the

order of 30%. Therefore, the scanning procedure is to be preferred for all objects to be

irradiated.
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3.3 Determination of the spectral distribution of the thermal neutron beam

The spectral information is necessary for the determination of / (correction of the

efficiency of the quasi-black detector to 100%), for activation experiments such as gold

foil activation to determine alternatively the thermal neutron current (see section 3.4)

and for the calibration of radiation protection devices.

As already illustrated (section 2 with Fig. 1), the spectral fluence of the thermal

reference field is determined experimentally by time-of-flight with a start signal from

the chopper wheel ("slit open" corresponds to channel zero) and the stop signal from the
6Li glass detector after a flight path length between 6 and 6.6 m.

The slit width of the chopper wheel is defined by the variable pin hole size and reduces

the mean neutron beam at full size of 3 x 3 mm2 relative to the unchopped beam by a

factor of about 300. The chopper wheel rotates with 48 revolutions s~!, which is adapted

to the time-of-flight range of 20.48 ms (512 channels with a width of 40 )is).

As an example, Fig. 4 shows a time-of-flight spectrum measured with full beam

intensity (pin hole 3 x 3 mm2) in the March 2003 campaign C2.

10000

CD

oo
~CD

CO

o

1000-

10
100 200 300

channel number

Fig. 4: Time-of-flight spectrum at full beam intensity (1 ch = 40 us).
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The background between channel 400 and 500 is assumed to be constant over the whole

spectrum. It amounts to 1% relative to the integral spectrum and is subtracted before

converting the time-of-flight spectrum into an energy distribution.

To study the origin of the background in more detail, a time-of-flight spectrum was

measured correlated only with pulse heights between threshold and peak of the 6Li glass

detector, representing about 1% of the total spectrum (see Fig. 2). As can be seen from

Fig. 5, the largest fraction of 75% of this spectrum is random and originates from

gamma events produced in the chopper and detected in the scintillator.

c
3
oo
75

o

100 300

channel number

400 500

Fig. 5: Time-of-flight spectrum with selected stop signals (only between
threshold and peak) from the 6Li glass detector.

Apart from background correction for the conversion from time-of-flight to energy

distribution the program TOFGLAS1 takes into account the dead time correction and

the neutron-energy-dependent efficiency correction on the basis of calculating the

attenuation in the scintillator material only. The spectrum-averaged correction factor,

required for the determination of/, amounts to 1.05 for the spectra discussed here.

As an important result, the spectral shape is nearly identical for the three measuring

campaigns in 2002 and 2003. As an example, Fig. 6 shows an energy spectrum from the

March 2003 campaign at 100% beam intensity (pin hole 3 x 3 mm2) together with a
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Maxwellian fit. Pronounced structures are observed at around 25 meV, which originate

from the structural material of the neutron guide.

5000-

4000-

g 3000-

0

CD
2000-

1000-

Maxwell Eexp(-E//cT)
March 2003

/c7"=22.5meV

200

Fig. 6: Neutron spectral fluence &E measured in March 2003 at full beam
intensity together with a Maxwellian fit.

A Maxwellian distribution with <̂ E = E • Qxp(-E/kT) is well suited to fit the spectrum if

kTis chosen at half the value of the mean energy <E>. Thus a complete characterization

of the spectral shape of the thermal reference beam is achieved.

In addition, spectra for smaller cross sections of the first diaphragm were measured to

demonstrate the independence of the neutron spectral distribution of the pin hole size.

The spectra, almost identical in shape, are characterized by the mean energy <E>. The

results, listed in Tab. 1, show good agreement for the different pin hole sizes within the

estimated uncertainties, thus demonstrating the applicability of the factor/, determined

at low intensity, also at the largest beam intensities.

For the gold activation measurements in August 2002 and March 2003 (section 3.4), a

thermal neutron beam with a strongly reduced divergence at full cross section of the

first diaphragm (pencil beam) had to be provided. Another circular pre-diaphragm was

positioned in front of the second, rectangular, one. The principles of direct beam
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intensity measurement by means of a 6Li glass detector and a monitor in combination

with time-of-flight measurement apply here in the same way as described above.

Tab. 1: Mean neutron energies for various beam intensities in different measuring campaigns.

Date

March 2002

March 2002

March 2002

August 2002

March 2003

March 2003

March 2003

Beam intensity
in%

5

25

100

50

10

50

100

<E>
in meV

45.8 ± 0.6

45.7 ±0.6

45.9 ±0.6

45.7 ± 0.6

44.6 ± 0.6

45.0 ±0.6

45.4 ± 0.6

Tab. 2 shows that the mean energy of the pencil beam spectral distribution increases

with decreasing beam divergence. A full characterization of the spectrum is also

possible, as it can well be described by the same type of Maxwellian distribution,

however with larger values ofkT.

Tab. 2: Mean neutron energies for pencil beams used in different measuring campaigns with
gold foil activation.

Date

August 2002

March 2003

Radius of pre-diaphragm
in mm

4

6.5

<E>
in meV

50.9 ±0.6

46.5 ±0.6
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3.4 Determination of the neutron current by gold foil activation at reduced

beam divergence

3.4.1 Principle of the experiment

Apart from measuring the thermal neutron current directly by means of a black detector

system at the beam divergence used for the subsequent irradiations but at reduced beam

intensity, the irradiation of a thin gold foil can also be used to determine the average

neutron current during irradiation.

The neutron capture reaction 197Au(n,y)198Au is of special relevance for thermal neutron

beams because of the large and well-known cross section of Ob = (98.86 ±0.14) b at

25.3 meV [5, 15]. When a thin gold foil (thickness about 20 îm) is exposed to the beam

for a certain time, ranging in the order of one half-life of I98Au

(T\a = (2.6943 ± 0.0008) d), the resulting activity can be analysed for instance by the

47cP-y-coincidence method as an absolute measurement, available at the corresponding

standard laboratory of the PTB. If the areal density of the gold atoms, mF, determined

from the foil thickness, and the fluence-weighted mean capture cross section <<Ta> are

known, the average neutron beam current <J> during irradiation can be determined.

From the resulting gold activation, the current Jw of the so-called "Westcott-neutrons"

[6] can be evaluated. Jw is the neutron current at thermal standard energy

EQ = 25.3 meV, which produces the same activity as <J>, thus allowing the comparison

of activation measurements at different spectral distributions. The activation is

proportional to a{E) • <J> in the limit of thin foils, which is fulfilled here because the

1/e-thickness for Westcott-neutrons is 1.7 mm.

The ideal case for the analysis would be such that a neutron beam with a homogeneous

flux over the beam cross section hits a gold foil which is homogeneous in thickness.

However, in our case with the known inhomogeneous profile, the irradiated foil must be

larger in size than the beam cross section. This is a significant geometrical constraint as

the apparatus used at PTB for the activity measurements accepts only samples with

diameters up to 22 mm. Thus, if one small specified foil is to be irradiated at the

reference position and its activity measured, a strongly-reduced beam divergence with a

solid angle of about 10"6 sr (pencil beam, see chapter 3.3) is required for carrying out the

consistency check with the 6Li glass detector via the calibrated monitor. It must only be

assured by proper adjustment of the foil that all neutrons transmitting the monitor hit the

gold foil, too.
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Alternatively, it was considered to irradiate a foil larger than the cross section of the full

beam of 35 x 35 mm2 to determine the beam current at normal divergence and to

segment it after irradiation into pieces fitting into the 47tP-y-coincidence apparatus.

However, as the analysis must be performed in series and the time for the analysis of

one single object is too long in view of the half life of 198Au, this idea could not be

realized. On the other hand, there are no constraints for the determination of the spectral

distribution of the pencil beam (chapter 3.3) as a prerequisite for the neutron beam

determination by the activation method.

During the activation period, the monitor pulses were counted for direct comparison of

the beam current determination by the completely different approaches of monitor

calibration via black detector and gold activation. However, none of the methods

compared allows the specification of the neutron beam at full intensity and divergence

usually applied to calibration purposes.

3.4.2 Specification of gold foils

Activation measurements were carried out in August 2002 (campaign 1: Cl) and

March 2003 (campaign 2: C2). For Cl a circular gold disc with a nominal thickness of

20 |i.m and a diameter of 16 mm was available. The thickness was determined by

measuring the mass and the diameter of the sample, resulting in a relative standard

uncertainty of 1.5%. The result for the sample thickness, for which the homogeneity

was not investigated, is JAU = (18.8 ± 0.3) |im. For C2 more effort was spent on the

specification of the gold foil. A foil with a nominal thickness of 20 \im, area

100 x 100 mm2, was obtained from Goodfellow company. A mapping of the thickness

was performed at about 100 positions by means of a length gauge with linear transducer

(Certo CP 60 M, Heidenhain; kindly made available by former section 5.31, PTB).

Fig. 7 shows an unexpected non-uniformity with a slope in the middle, separating two

planes which differ in thickness by more than 20%, demonstrating the necessity of

surface mapping when product quality is lacking. The largest degree of homogeneity is

found in the area marked in red in the region around x = 20 mm, y = 50 mm, from

which a disc of 22 mm diameter was cut out. The precisely determined diameter and

mass of that disc yielded a mean thickness of <5?AU = (23.82 ± 0.25) |im. This result is in

good agreement with the thickness determination carried out by means of the length

gauge with linear transducer.
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100

Fig. 7:

Three-dimensional pre-
sentation of the surface
mapping result of a
100 x 100 mm2 gold
foil. A disc of 22 mm in
diameter was later cut
out from the area
marked in red.

1 OR

3.4.3 Irradiation procedure and analysis of the Au activity

For irradiation at the reference position, the gold foils were clamped vertically between

two 10 |im thick aluminium foils (at the kink) with holes to allow the proper alignment

of the centre of the foil to the laser beam. Irradiations were performed between Friday

afternoon and Monday morning in both campaigns Cl and C2 with the analysis of the

activation starting about 9 hours after the end of the irradiation. Fig. 8 shows the time

dependence of the beam current during the Cl irradiation, measured with the 3He

320000

310000

300000

290000

- mean value
±1% of mean value

10 20 30 40

Run time

50 60 70

Fig. 8:

Time dependence of the
neutron flux during the
Cl activation experiment
in August 2002 (monitor
counts integrated over
900 s).
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monitor and counts integrated over 900 s. A 1% deviation from the mean value is

observed, following the day and night rhythm of the reactor power due to cooling water

temperature variations.

After irradiation with neutrons and prior to all other measurements, an autoradiography

of the respective gold foil was produced by means of a commercial radiography system

with phosphor-imaging plates. The radiographs are used to study the beam position on

the respective gold foil and to ensure that no part of the neutron beam missed the gold

foil during irradiation. About 50 % and 70 % of the gold foils were covered by the

neutron beam in Cl and C2, respectively. Fig. 9 shows the result for C2 indicating a

small but acceptable deviation between the centre of the beam and the middle of the

sample. The radiographs also show that the gold foils were not irradiated

homogeneously.

Fig. 9: Autoradiography taken from the gold foil irradiated during the C2
experiment in March 2003. The circles indicate the sample geometry
(small: center; large: edge).

Activity measurements

The activity measurements were carried out using a 47tP-y-coincidence system which is

part of the German standard measuring equipment for the realization of the unit of

activity, Becquerel (Bq), for a variety of radionuclides. The electron detector is a gas-

proportional counter of the pill-box type with aluminium inserts. Anode wires 30 pm in

diameter are used and pure methane serves as counting gas. The detector is operated at

atmospheric pressure. The photon detectors are Nal(Tl) crystals 76 mm in height and

76 mm and 102 mm, respectively, in diameter. Two photon detectors are used. They are
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placed opposite of each other on either side of the proportional counter and individual

coincidence circuitry for the proportional counter, and each of the photon detectors

allows different discrimination levels to be applied in the two photon channels in a

single measurement. Both the electron and the photon channels include dead-time units

of the non-extending type. They are based on a quartz crystal clock and have sub-

nanosecond stability [8]. The characteristics of the coincidence system are described in

detail in [9]. A comprehensive description of different methods applied in radionuclide

metrology including efficiency extrapolation techniques in coincidence counting can be

found in [10].

Efficiency variation in coincidence counting is a general approach for the

standardization of beta-gamma emitting radionuchdes. In this method, the efficiency in

the beta channel is changed during subsequent measurements in order to establish a

functional dependency of the measurement results on the detection efficiencies, i.e. on

instrumental parameters of the experiment:

«p• riy/nc = K\(instrument, decay scheme)-A. (3)

This dependency, which is characteristic of the decay scheme parameters of the nuclide

under study, is then parameterized by an appropriate mathematical function, e. g. a

polynomial, which can be used to extrapolate the experimental results to efficiency one.

For a well-characterized measurement equipment, the efficiency extrapolation method is

generally not applied for the determination of the activity of activated gold foils, since

the decay data of 198Au are well known [11,12]. Hence, all corrections to be applied to

the results of the coincidence measurement can be calculated with high accuracy for

sufficiently thin foils [13]. The equations to establish K\ are derived in chapter 7.3. The

decay scheme of 198Au taken from [11] is shown in Fig. 10.

For circular gold foils of diameters up to 20 mm and a thickness not exceeding 25 Jim,

the relative standard uncertainty assigned to K\ is less than 0.5% for the equipment

described above.

The calculations to determine i^i have been verified experimentally. The efficiency

extrapolation method was applied to the gold foil activated in the Cl run at the GKSS in

August 2002. In this case i^ = (0.9722 ± 0.0035). The results for the 198Au activity at

the end of neutron irradiation were
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A(C\, extrapolated) = (667.7 ± 1.4) Bq

, calculated) = (665.9 ± 2.9) Bq

indicating an excellent agreement between calculation and experiment. All uncertainties

stated are standard uncertainties.

198Au
-r 1371.70

E/keV

-- 1087.69

Fig. 10:

Decay scheme of I98Au, taken from
[11].

-- 411.80

-1- 0.00

During the C2 experiment in April 2003, a gold foil dAu = (23.82 ± 0.25) |im in

thickness and 22 mm in diameter was irradiated. The irradiated foil was repeatedly

measured by means of the coincidence method. The individual counting time was

1800 s, the total time about one half-live of 198Au. All relevant influence quantities,

such as background count rates, dead times and coincidence resolving times, were

determined experimentally prior to the activity measurements. However, the size of the

foil is unfavourable for the activity measurements since its fringe protrudes into the less

sensitive outer part of the proportional counter. Thereby, the detection efficiency is

reduced from about 0.6 observed with smaller foils to approximately 0.5. Nevertheless,

the correction factor K\ can still be calculated with a relative standard uncertainty of

0.5%:

Ki(C2) = 0.958 ± 0.005.

The activity of the gold foil at the end of irradiation was

= (1674±9)Bq.
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Comprehensive uncertainty budgets for K\ and for the activity measurement are shown

in chapter 7.5.

Neutron currents

The mean neutron currents have been calculated for Cl and C2 on the basis of the

activity measurements on the respective gold foils, according to the method outlined in

chapter 7.4. The results are shown in Tab. 3. The uncertainty budget for the neutron

current in C2 is shown in chapter 7.5.

3.4.4 Discussion of results

The determination of the spectral distribution for the pencil beam (chapter 3.3, Tab. 2)

is a prerequisite for the calculation of the mean neutron current <J> during activation.

The corresponding mean cross section <<7a> is determined by folding the energy

distribution of the neutron flux with the precisely known cross section a(E) from

ENDF/B-VI [15] according to

\o(E)&(E) dE
<<Ta> = ̂ —-. . (4)

J0(E)dE

The different hardness of the spectra reveals different mean cross sections:

Cl: «Ja> = (86.6 ± 1.1) b

C2: «ra> = (89.7 ± 1.1) b

If a pure 1/v-dependence is assumed for the gold activation cross section, both values

for «7&> are lower by 0.5%.

In the case of thin foils, the Westcott principle [6] then reads for our case:

= Jw-Ob (5)

for the relation between Westcott current Jw and the mean neutron current <J>AU to be

determined during activation.
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The results for the current determination by the different methods applied are listed in

Tab. 3 and show excellent agreement for both measuring campaigns. The uncertainty

assigned to the Westcott current is smaller due to the small uncertainty of 0.2% for Cb-

Tab. 3: Neutron currents obtained by gold activation and 6Li glass detector.

Campaign

Cl

C2

Date of
activation

August 2002

March 2003

•/w(Oo)
x 105 s"1

1.14 ±0.02

2.29 ± 0.03

<J>Au(«y*>)
x 10s s 1

1.30 ±0.03

2.53 ±0.05

"Liglass, Mon

x 105 s"1

1.32 ±0.03

2.54 ± 0.06
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4 Other parameters to characterize the thermal neutron
reference field

The fraction of neutrons higher in energy than 0.5 eV (Cd-threshold) is generally of

interest to characterize a thermal neutron field. In our case, a well-specified multi-plate

fission chamber with highly enriched 235U with a nearly 1/v-fission cross section was

used to determine the ratio of the count rates with and without a 1 mm Cd-plate in the

beam. With count rates of about 5000 s"1 at full intensity and divergence, the device is

capable of specifying the neutron beam as used for instrument calibration and may

therefore be an instrumental alternative for the current measurement presented here [7].

The measurement yielded a Cd-ratio of i?cd = 3.3 x 104 with an estimated relative

uncertainty of 20%, which is an excellent value for a thermal neutron reference field.

With another fission chamber with highly enriched 238U and a Cd-plate in beam,

neutrons with energy higher than 1 MeV were not detected at all.

Irradiations of instruments to be calibrated are, as already discussed, carried out by

means of a scanning machine providing a homogeneous field within a certain area and

time. For the field size of 30 x 30 cm , which is commonly used, the fluence rate

obtained is about 103 cm"2 s"1 at full beam intensity.

To determine dosimetric quantities, mean fluence-to-dose conversion coefficients must

be calculated by folding the fluence spectral distribution with the respective energy-

dependent conversion coefficients according to ICRP 74 [16]. The following values are

obtained for the mean conversion coefficients:

Fluence-to-ambient dose equivalent: <h*(10)> = (11.2 ± 0.2) pSv cm2

Fluence-to-personal dose equivalent: <Ap(10,0)> = (11.6 ± 0.2) pSv cm2

Thus as an example for the 30 x 30 cm2 field size the maximum achievable ambient

dose equivalent rate is about 40 jxSv/h. This corresponds to about 3 mSv/h in the direct

beam without scanning procedure, for which the gamma dose rate was also measured

with a commercially available instrument (FAG FH 40F2) behind a 6LiF containing

plate which fully stopped the neutron beam without gamma production. With gamma

dose rates of about 2 ^Sv/h measured at the reference position, the ratio of gamma dose

rate to neutron ambient dose equivalent is about 6x 10~4 and is therefore a negligible

contribution.
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5 Summary and conclusions

The experimental setup and the standard measuring procedure to characterize the

thermal neutron calibration field at the GeNF at GKSS are described. Beam profile

measurements and the determination of the neutron current and the energy distribution

are an indispensable prerequisite for the subsequent irradiation or calibration of

radiation protection devices for which the thermal energy reference point is of special

importance. It has been shown that the neutron beam current can be adjusted within a

wide intensity range by means of a variable, remote-controlled diaphragm without

changing the neutron spectral distribution. Furthermore, the beam is almost free from

photons and epithermal neutrons. Results for the thermal neutron current determination

by means of a 6Li glass scintillation detector were confirmed by measurements with

gold activation measurements, which showed excellent agreement.

Experiments performed in 2002 and 2003 have shown that the thermal reference beam

at GeNF is well suited for calibrations and irradiations of radiation protection devices

including the development of new types of dosemeters.

Further measurements including 235U fission chambers at full beam intensity and

divergence [7] will preserve the sound metrological basis with a high level of accuracy

for calibration measurements also in the future.

Tab. 4 finally summarizes the main properties of the thermal neutron calibration field.
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Tab. 4: Characteristics of the PTB thermal neutron reference field at GeNF.

Size of first diaphragm (pin hole)

Size of second diaphragm

Beam size at reference position

Neutron current J

Rel. uncertainty of ./by Li glass/Monitor

Rel. uncertainty of Jby Au-foil activation

Fluence rate at field size 30 x 30 cm2

Length of time-of-fiight path

Parametrization of the energy distribution

Mean neutron energy <En>

<h*(\0)>

</*P(10,0)>

Cadmium-ratio

H*(IO), gamma, relative to H*(IO), neutron

< 3 x 3 mm2

25 x 25 mm2 / 20 x 20 mm2

35 x 35 mm2 / 28 x 28 mm2

<106s"'

2.3%

2.1%

<103cm"' s"1

(6 - 6.6) m

N(E)=E-exp(-E/kT)
kT= 22.5 meV

(45 ± 1) meV

(11.2±0.2)pSvcm2

(11.6±0.2)pSvcm2

3.3-104

approx. 6-10"4
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7 Appendix

7.1 Details of the detectors employed

7.1.1 6Li glass detector

Material KG2L, Koch Light Laboratories, Great Britain, 1971,

diameter 76 mm, thickness 2 mm, 6Li enrichment 96%,

calculated efficiency e(X) from 6Li content: e(/l) = 1 - exp(-23.17 • A(nm))

7.1.2 3He monitor

Material: 3He gas, low partial pressure in Ar and CH4, LCC, France, 1982,

Type: MNH 10/4.2 SCAL

cross section 42 x 100 mm2, total thickness 46 mm with Al windows each 2 mm thick,

stated nominal efficiency 1 %, transmission 96%

7.2 Theoretical approach to describe the beam parameters

This chapter shows an approach to calculate the energy spectrum quantitatively in the

following way. Inspite of using a neutron guide, a Maxwellian shape of the spectrum is

expected: the neutron guide moves a (nearly) large enough section of the six-

dimensional phase-space r, v from the moderator to the end of the guide, where the pin

hole extracts a definite small solid angle. This leads to a Maxwellian distribution,

characterized by the most probable energy k^T or the mean energy <E> = 2-ksT.

Because the guide is curved and guide losses are more pronounced for faster neutrons in

the spectrum we expect a somewhat weaker spectrum than T= 330 K {k%T= 28.4 meV,

<E> = 56.8 meV), which is a typical value for a thermal reactor.

Fast neutrons are emitted from 235U fuel elements by nuclear fission in a reactor. They

are thermalized by collisions with a moderator (temperature T) of light elements

(hydrogen, deuterium or Be) and escape from the moderator surface (typically

F= 10 x 10 cm2) with a fluence rate of about (j)0 = 1014 cm'2 s"1 at GeNF.

There are several ways to prepare a thermal neutron beam.
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7.2.1 Beam hole

The neutrons are extracted from the moderator by an evacuated beam tube of some

meters length. In this case several diaphragms define a beam of a certain solid angle Q.

The neutrons have an almost Maxwellian current density distribution Jp expressed in

velocity v or in wavelength X or in kinetic energy E; with index/? = v or X or E.

The beam current Jp is simplest expressed in momentum space, where we get Jv with

neutron velocity v:

J-dvdQ-dF= -=-^- — •«
2% \vT)

-d — \dQdF (A01)

real space momentum space 2
volume oc (a • v) dv

density oc e~^

Numencal results for Jv are given in Fig. Al for F= 1 cm2 and an arbitrary solid angle

= 3.7 10~5sr.

To explain this formula we consider a homogeneous neutron field in equilibrium with a

moderator of temperature T. At any given point in r -space the probability of finding a

neutron with velocity v = v is °c v -exp(-v ). This means that the density in v -space is

«= exp(-v2). The current J, emerging from that point in r -space into a solid angle

&Q oc (da)2, is given by the volume in v -space, which contributes to that current, times

the density, times v: /°c (da-v)2-exp(-v2)-v « v3-exp(-v2)-di2. Furthermore we obtain for

the current density 0o and the most probable velocity VT (ks-T being the mean neutron

energy):

0O= J )j{y)dvdQ and
J2=0v=0

^ 2 7 rri

-•m-vT=kB-T.
(A02)
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Combining all formulas we obtain (A01).

The transformation into other common variables of thermal neutrons as wavelength X

and energy E is given by:

A.v = - = 3.956-l(T 7m 2 / s and E = ^ -
m 2

A(nm) = 395.6/v(m/s) and £(meV) = 5.227• 1 (T6 -v(m/s)2

dv (m/ s) = 395.6 • A(nm)~2 • dA(nm) and

dv (m / s) = 218.4 • (£(meV))"°5 • d£(meV).

The disadvantage of this arrangement is a strong background of fast and epithermal

neutrons as well as y-radiation within the beam, even when the moderator is seen

tangential relative to the reactor core.

7.2.2 Straight (long) neutron guide

The total reflection of thermal neutrons allows the construction of neutron guides where

the current once captured can be guided over dozens of meters without substantial

losses. Neutrons are totally reflected from a flat Ni surface if the condition for the

velocity component perpendicular to the surface vy<Av= 6.5 m/s (for Ni:

Av = 7.7 m/s) is fulfilled.

2
_, 1 2

Av

|

o v-space density

real space momentum space at the guide's end
(independent of position y)

The solid angle Q is now no longer fixed by geometry but is velocity-dependent. At the

end of a (long) guide we have a beam current Jv :

Jv-dv = G(v)i~^\ -df— \-F (A03)
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This enhances the current for slower neutrons (Fig. Al). In order to avoid the

introduction of too many quantities, we prefer beam current J(s~l) and avoid beam

current density (cm"2 s"1) by always assuming F= 1 cm2 cross section of the moderator

and the neutron guide.

From the end of a (long) straight neutron guide the direct solid angle to the moderator is

small with respect to a) (and neglected in the formulas), so that fast and epithermal

neutron flux is reduced as well as y-radiation, respectively.

7.2.3 Curved neutron guide

By slowly bending the guide so that the moderator can no longer be seen directly from

the end of the guide (single or double sight length), all background is reduced further. In

this case the momentum space at the end of the guide is no longer independent of the

position within that area.

momentum space at the guide's end
(dependent on y-position)

For Jv a reduced transmission by the bent guide has to be taken into account by a

function Trans(v/v*):

Jv-dv = G(v)-\^^-1 •Trans(v/v*)-F-d[ — | (A04)

with v* as a characteristic neutron velocity v* = Av • A/r7(2a) , r = radius of guide

curvature, a = width of guide and Jv as the mean current at the end of the curved guide.

Trans(v/v*) is given by R. Scherm et al. [14]. The numerical results are given in Fig. Al

f o r F = l cm2.
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Fig. Al: Absolute intensity spectra of thermal neutrons from a specified moderator
behind a small solid angle, a straight neutron guide and a curved neutron
guide. The results are given for the variables X, v and E.
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Fig. Al shows the mean spectrum JE and the mean absolute current J expected behind

the curved neutron guide section (for F - 1 cm2). From there, a straight guide section,

about 30 m long, accepts all neutrons and transmits them to the entrance of the

casematte. Small losses at a 20 cm gap affecting chiefly slower neutrons may be

neglected. While the fluence rate and the spectrum at the end of the curved guide

section are position-dependent, the straight section tends to homogenize the situation, so

that at the end of the straight section, we expect in first order the values given in Fig. Al

to be more or less homogeneous over the guide cross section.

With the experimental setup at GeNF, we have the following solution for the reference

field for dosimetry and metrology purposes:

real space

pin hole,
I area F I

diaphragm

chopper T

%
T3

momentum space
offered by neutron guide accepted by diaphragms

The pin hole (area F') and the 20 x 20 mm2 diaphragm, 4567 mm apart from each other,

define a fixed solid angle of £2' = 1.92-10"5 sr which cuts through the v-space density

offered by the neutron guide. The expected current is:

Jv=G(v)-i3gulde.Trans(v/v*)

with

•F'-d -H (A05)

2-Av
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The spectra are given as J\ or Jv or JE in Fig. A2. The results show good agreement with

the measured spectrum which is shown as a function of the wavelength X. Iv is

proportional to F', which fulfills our demand for a spectrum-independent attenuation
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Fig. A2: Absolute intensity spectrum behind a curved neutron guide (see Fig. Al)
and subsequent spectrum modified by a pin hole with a solid angle used
in the experiment. The results are given for the variables A (top), v and E.
In the wavelength representation, the measured spectrum is included.
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factor. The pin hole is illuminated by neutrons reflected far back in the straight, and

more often in the curved, section of the guide.The essential conclusion is that the

spectrum of directions does not change noticeably within the pin hole area F', this being

always smaller than 3 x 3 mm . Thus, the current J is proportional to F with a spectral

distribution independent of the beam-intensity-defming cross section.

7.3 Analysis of the Au activity

In the following, the method used for the activity measurements is outlined in brief. All

corrections due to the properties of the apparatus (e.g. dead-time loss, background

events, accidental coincidences, Gandy effect) are calculated according to [10] and are

not discussed here in further detail.

A lower threshold of approximately 250 keV in the beta channel is chosen in order to

detect conversion electrons released in any transition in the decay of 198Au. In this case,

also K-Auger electrons are registered. However, they are not accounted for in the

correction formulae. L-Auger electrons are almost all absorbed in the gold foil. When

using an electron detector of virtually 4TI sr solid angle, beta-gamma and gamma-

gamma angular correlation is of no importance.

In particular for detectors with small detection efficiency and thick gold foils, the

measured disintegration rate may be influenced by bremsstrahlung due to high energy

electrons. In order to avoid this, the discrimination threshold in the gamma channel is

set to approximately 350 keV. As a consequence, X-ray quanta released in the course of

conversion processes are also not registered.

The experimental conditions described above lead to the following equations for the

count rates in the respective channels. The symbols of the physical quantities are

described in chapter 7.6.

{ , P | 2p 2 , h 22cei ( p2)
(AUo)

(c, («;ece ) ) ( l )}

ny=A-{b2(\-a2)ey2 +ci((l-a'l)eyi + (l-a2)£Y2(l-£Yi)) + c3(l-a3)£Y3} (A07)

nc =A-{b2£p2(\-a'2)£y2 +c1£p3((l-a;)£Y] + (1-«2)£Y2(1-£Y|))

c3£p3 (1 - «; )£Y3 + ct (a2£ce2 (1 - a[ )£Y| + a;£ce| (1 - a2 )£Y2 )(1 -
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The ratio of the beta, gamma and the coincidence count-rate does not yield the activity,

but a value which exceeds the activity by a few percent, depending on the thickness of

the gold foil and some experimental parameters of the system.

npny/nc = Ki-A (A09)

The correction factor ^i may be calculated with good precision from equations (A06) to

(A08).

7.4 Calculation of the neutron current from the 198Au activity

Radioactive atoms of the isotope 198Au are produced during the irradiation of a gold foil

by neutron capture in 197Au. The neutron fluence rate is assumed small enough so that

the production of 199Au atoms due to double neutron capture can be disregarded. In the

following, the energy spectrum of the neutrons is not explicitly taken into account. It is

rather assumed that the relevant cross sections are known or can be calculated (see

chapter 3.4.4).

The radioactive atoms created by neutron irradiation immediately start to decay with

their characteristic decay constant X. Then, at the end of irradiation with a neutron beam

constant in space and time, the activity of 198Au induced in a gold foil of uniform

thickness across its area is

A(t) = X-N(t) = Asat-(l - exp(-A-O) (Al0)

with the so-called saturation activity

A^ = mF.h.N -oa.J

From (A 10) and (Al 1) the unknown neutron current can be calculated if the activity of

an irradiated gold foil is measured independently.

J = A ^ (A12)
mF-h-NA oa -(l-exp(-A-O)

However, due to reactions of neutrons and atomic nuclei of the gold foil, the fluence

rate decreases inside the gold foil along the neutron beam. As a consequence, the foil is

not irradiated homogeneously. Taking this into account by integration of the neutron
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current along its path through the entire gold foil, the neutron current J at the upstream

surface of the gold foil can be expressed by

= A-
mF-NA-ar

mF-h-NA-<7a-(l- exp(-/l • 0) Mr • (1 - exp(-mF • iVA • cxr / Mr))
(A13)

The last term in (A13) is a correction factor compared to (A 12) which accounts for self-

attenuation of the neutron current in the gold foil.

In cases where the neutron current is monitored by an appropriate detection system

during irradiation, the effect of temporal variations of the neutron current on the

activation process can also be corrected. If we assume the current to be constant during

sufficiently small time intervals, we can calculate the activity of 198Au produced in each

time interval individually. The variation in neutron current is shown schematically in

Fig. A3.

At)

-1
L

tg-to t-\ {2 h ••• tn.2 fn-1 tn-tE

Fig. A3: Variation of the neutron current with time; cf. also Fig. 8.

The total activity is then the sum of all activities having been produced in the single

time intervals at the end of irradiation. The mean neutron current <JQ> at the upstream

surface of the gold foil is then

—A-/prod • /s a t • / a
a b s

I - 1

/prod = 0- ~
. 1=1

/sat —" Jabs ~
Mr-(l-exp(-mF-iVA-f7r/Mr))

(A14)

(A15)

(A16)
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7.5 Uncertainty budgets

7.5.1 Uncertainty budget for the decay scheme correction factor K\
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7.5.2 Uncertainty budget for the Au activity
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7.5.3 Uncertainty budget for the mean neutron current <J>
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7.6 List of symbols

7.6.1 Measurands for the characterization of a gold foil

CIAU Thickness of the gold foil in cm

mAu Mass of the gold foil ing

FAU Area of the gold foil in cm2

« F Mass divided by the area of the gold foil in g/cm2

PAU Density of gold in g/cm

MT Relative atomic mass of gold in g-mol"1

h Relative isotope abundance of Au-197 in gold

7.6.2 Decay scheme parameters and detection probabilities

b\ Branching ratio to the ground state in 198Hg

b2 Branching ratio to the 411.80 keV level in ] 98Hg

b3 Branching ratio to the 1087.68 keV level in 198Hg

pyi Emission probability for 675.55 keV photons

Emission probability for 411.80 keV photons

Emission probability for 1087.68 keV photons

Ofi Total conversion coefficient for the transition to the ground state in 198Hg

Cfc Total conversion coefficient for the 2+ - 0+ transition in l98Hg

a? Total conversion coefficient for the 2+ - 2+ transition in 198Hg

fpi Detection probability in the beta channel for electrons from the transition to the

ground state in 198Hg

£p2 Detection probability in the beta channel for electrons from the transition to the

411.80 keV level in 198Hg

£J33 Detection probability in the beta channel for electrons from the transition to the

1087.68 keV level in 198Hg

€ce\ Detection probability in the beta channel for conversion electrons from the
1 QS

transition to the ground state in Hg

Detection probability in the beta channel for conversion electrons from the

2+- 0+ transition in !98Hg

Detection probability in the beta channel for conversion electrons from the

2+ - 2+ transition in !98Hg

Detection probability in the gamma channel for 675.55 keV photons

Detection probability in the gamma channel for 411.80 keV photons

Detection probability in the gamma channel for 1087.68 keV photons
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7.6.3 Measurands for activity determinations

JVp Number of events observed in the beta channel

Ny Number of events observed in the gamma channel

Nc Number of events observed in the coincidence channel

T Counting time for the gold foil in seconds

Number of background events observed in the beta channel

Number of background events observed in the gamma channel

A'C.BG Number of background events observed in the coincidence channel

TBG Counting time for background in seconds

Tp Dead time (non-paralyzing) in the beta channel in seconds

Xy Dead time (non-paralyzing) in the gamma channel in seconds

Te Coincidence resolving time in seconds

rp Pulse width in the beta channel in seconds

ry Pulse width in the gamma channel in seconds

5^ Mean delay between genetically correlated pulses in the beta and gamma

channel, respectively

Tm Half-live of] 98Au in days

Aj Time difference between end of irradiation and beginning of the activity

measurements

K\ Decay scheme correction for i98Au

K2 Normalization constant, discretionary

£p Detection probability for electrons in the beta channel (determined

experimentally from count rates)

£y Detection probability for photons in the gamma channel (determined

experimentally from count rates)

A Activity of 198Au at the end of irradiation in Bq

7.6.4 Measurands for the determination of the neutron current

N Number of atoms or number of reaction centres covered by the neutron beam

JVp Number of reaction centres covered by the neutron beam divided by the cross

sectional area of the neutron beam in cm-2

(Ta Cross section for neutron capture in Au-197 in cm2

crr Total neutron cross section for reactions in the gold foil by which neutrons are

removed from the beam which are thereafter no longer available for neutron

capture, in cm2

p Neutron production rate in s"1
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J Neutron current in s"1

A Decay constant of 198Au ins"1

TVA Avogadro constant in mol"1

R Reading of an instrument

AsaX Saturation activity in Bq

<...> Mean value

K3 Normalization constant, discretionary

fpwd Factor accounting for irradiation intervals

f&s Factor accounting for the self-attenuation of the neutron current in the gold foil

fsax Factor with parameters of the saturation activity
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